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Hamilton To Defend 
Death Of God Theory 
By Dave Schultz 
"The Death of God as a 
Christian Problem" is the 
topic of the 1967 Rayborn 
Lindley Zerby Lecture to be 
given by Dr. William Hamil- 
ton tomorrow evening at 8:00 
in the Little Theatre. Dr. 
Hamilton is a professor at the 
Colgate - Rochester Divinity 
School. 
The "death of God" move- 
ment states that the Chris- 
tian God is dead and is not 
expected to return. Dr. Hamil- 
ton belongs to the school of 
thought which believes that 
God was present in the uni- 
verse, but that He no longer 
exists. Man must now discov- 
er why such a change took 
place. Possibly God became 
a mortal Christ and truly and 
eternally died for the sins and 
sufferings of man. 
While some view the death 
of God with terror or a Niet- 
zshe-like cosmic guilt, the 
new movement reacts to such 
a death with the joy of lib- 
eration. It is the removal of 
all obstacles to such Christian 
goals as loving one's neighbor 
and relieving suffering. Ac- 
tually, the death of God theo- 
logians consider their belief 
a Christian belief and cite two 
reasons for their position — 
First,  the   belief was  formu- 
Rob Players Film 
The Rob Players movie this 
Saturday night will be Ten- 
nessee Williams" "The Night 
of the Iguana," starring Rich- 
ard Burton, Ava Gardner, 
Deborah Kerr, and Sue CLo- 
lita") Lyon. This moving 
drama revolves around the 
activities of a defrocked 
priest, as played by Richard 
Burton. Show times will be 
at 7:00 and at 10:00 directly 
following the home basket- 
ball game. 
WRJR-FM 
WRJR-FM will distribute a 
Listeners Survey tomorrow in 
the dinner lines at Commons 
and Rand. The survey asks 
seven questions which deal 
with various aspects of the 
station's operation. This ques- 
tionaire is designed to evalu- 
ate the operation and pro- 
gramming of WRJR. It will be 
used as a basis for any im- 
portant changes made at the 
station. WRJR would appre- 
ciate it if these surveys could 
be completed during dinner 
and turned in following the 
meal at the WRJR table out- 
side of Rand or Commons. 
lated by Christians, and sec- 
ond, the affirmation of God's 
death is the affirmation of 
the possibility of living and 
thinking as Christians. God's 
death is Christian not mere- 
ly because He was a Christian 
God, but because the center 
of the Christian faith is trust- 
ing and obeying Jesus. There- 
fore, affirming the death of 
God is a movement closer to 
Christianity. 
Proponents of the death of 
God deny that their idea is 
merely an attempt to win 
free-thinkers and scientists 
over to religion. They con- 
ceive their belief to be some- 
thing that has happened to 
them and also to others. Man 
is not asked to believe in 
something unknown but is in- 
stead made aware of a com- 
mon experience. 
When he is aware man will 
then redefine terms ascribed 
to God, such as awe, rever- 
ence, and mystery, in terms of 
a context that deals with the 
facts of life. Experiences 
formerly relating us to God, 
such as our dependence on 
the world of nature, are no 
longer available to modern 
man. Gcd as judge, forgiver, 
mediator, and consoler may 
be replaced by the commun- 
ity of man. God as the object 
of trust and loyalty may be 
replaced by Jesus. 
The Zerby Lectures are 
sponsored by the Campus As- 
sociation in honor of Dr. Ray- 
born Lindley Zerby, former 
professor of religion and Dean 
of the Faculty. The lectures 
were initiated last February 
when Samuel Howard Miller, 
Dean of the Harvard Divinity 
School, spoke on "Tv>» Scenery 
of Squalor in Contemporary 
Fiction." 
WORTHY  ATTACKS 
CONTROL  OF  NEWS 
C. A. CALENDAR 
Wednesday, January   18th 
C. A. open meeting at 8 
p.m. in the Skelton Lounge 
Vespers at 9 p.m. Peter Dick- 
son will provide organ music. 
Thursday, Januthy 19th 
Zerby Lecture at 8:00 in the 
Little Theatre. Dr. William 
Hamilton will discuss "The 
Death of God as a Christian 
Problem." 
Sunday, January 22nd 
Rev. Leonard G. Clough '40 
will discuss "Spinning Wheels 
are Useless," in the Chapel. 
DEAN'S   LIST 
One hundred nineteen stu- 
dents made the Dean's List 
last semester. To be eligible, 
a student must have a ratio of 
3.2, with * indicating a 4.0. 
The list includes: 
Class   for   1967 
Alexandra Baker, John Bald- 
win, Linda Bartlett, William 
Bensch, Kathiyn Butler, Glenn 
Carlson, Elizabeth Clark, Ro- 
bert Colman, Susan Dallaire, 
Susan Francis, Karen Gul- 
brandsen, Allan Hartwell, Ju- 
dith Harvell, Keith Harvie, 
Thayer Hatch, Nancy Heglund, 
Joseph Hennessey, Ali Hersi, 
Lucille Howell, Linda Howes. 
Cynthia Hughes, Carol John- 
son, Suzanne Johnson, H. 
Lynn Johnston, Susan Ladd, 
*Alan Lewis, Patricia Lord, 
Bruce Lyman, Mary Ellen 
Marcarelli, Wendell Marsden, 
Anita Miller, Judith Mitchell, 
Shirley Murphy, Sarah Myers, 
Andrea Peterson, Bruce Peter- 
son, Donna Polhamus, Susan 
Prescott, Anita Preston, Wil- 
liam Ramsey, Richard Ryder, 
Dariel S h i v e 1 y, Jeanette 
Smith, Catherine Southall, 
Carolyn Thomas, Leah Thorn- 
forde, William Tucker, Charles 
Wall, Diane Wallace, "Ann 
Warren, Bruce Wilson. 
Class of 1968 
David  Clay,   Bradford  Dan- 
iel,    David  Dykstra, Carol B. 
Egan,    Richard  Fiske,    Peter 
Fleming,      Richard      Gertzof, 
Con't on Pg. 4/CoL 3 
CORRESPONDENT   DESCRIBES 
MUSICAL   VERSION   OF   FACTS 
William Worthy, Jr., inter- 
national news correspondent, 
well-known in many coun- 
tries, was severely critical of 
the American press, the Amer- 
ican government, and the 
American public in his speech 
in the Little Theater Friday 
night. Beginning his contro- 
versial remarks with the 
warning that the audience 
would probably be offended, 
Worthy then proceeded to cite 
instances of news control and 
American militancy through- 
out the world. In the question 
period, he ended with the 
warning that Black Power is 
to be feared more than we 
realize. 
Worthy admitted that a 
mythical version of facts — 
i.e. the propaganda the gov- 
ernment attempts to perpet- 
uate through the press — can- 
not endure longer than two 
years because of the rapid na- 
ture of news turnover, but la- 
mented the intellectual dam- 
age that thought-control does 
even in that short time. 
There are several techni- 
ques of news control. The first 
is playing down certain news 
items. For instance, the New 
York Times did not emphasize 
the Bay of Pigs by giving it 
choice placement or urgent 
headlines, and thus it at- 
tracted far less attention than 
it deserved. 
Also, according to Worthy, 
a single news dispatch which 
is not given follow-up edi- 
torial comment or continued 
news treatment is soon for- 
gotten by the American pub- 
lic. Worthy exemplified his 
statement by discussing an 
isolated New York World Trib- 
une article that announced 
the chaos in Indonesia. 
Worthy views biased news 
reporting as a danger. He 
cited the example of Sukarno 
of Indonesia, a leader widely 
admired for the scope of his 
intellect. But the American 
press neglects his genius and, 
instead, plays up such facts 
as his extramarital relations. 
Worthy, subject to a travel 
ban, commented that this is 
another method of control. If 
the newsman cannot get on- 
the-spot coverage, then the 
government can fabricate its 
version of an issue without 
worrying that the truth will 
be discovered. 
Worthy implied that it is 
government manipulation of 
the press and the irresponsi- 
bility of the press which are 
at fault in "the news we don't 
get." But he also condemned 
the American public, which 
shows "a low level of popular 
thinking." Asked how we can 
Con't on Pg. 5/Col 1 
PICKERING REALIZES CHRISTIAN DISPARITY 
"There is a disparity be- 
tween the profession of and 
the acts of faith," observed 
the Rev. John W. Pickering, 
chaplain of the University of 
Maine Christian Association, 
in his Sunday chapel address: 
"Christianity Just Isn't 'In.' " 
Revealing his conversations 
with students he noted that 
the "emerging socially aware" 
students question the Chris- 
tian message of Brotherhood 
and Love. "Where is it?" they 
ask when the world witnesses 
the rocks being hurled at the 
Negro. There is a disparity 
between what we say and 
what we do. "Christianity is 
just not for me; I'd just as 
soon stay away," is the reac- 
tion of a majority of college 
students. 
"Ironically," Rev. Pickering 
declared, "in our society as a 
whole, Christianity has never 
been more 'in'". He revealed 
that church attendance is up, 
bigger churches are being 
built; Christianity has become 
socially acceptable. 
"Basically, it is 'in' with 
the elder generation for the 
same reasons for which stu- 
dents reject it.'' The chaplain 
pointed out that our elders at- 
tend church to relax; they 
don't want their consciences to 
be afflicted. They do not de- 
sire a radical Christ, but one 
that is not a threat to every- 
day behavior. "There is a real 
tension between what we 
(students) say, and what our 
parents say." 
"To this I say, it ('in' Chris- 
tianity) is worth rejecting be- 
cause it lacks prophetic rele- 
vance to society." 
"Will you change?" Rev. 
Pickering asked the assem- 
bled students. He believed 
that a large percentage, after 
graduation, would make 
grounds for accepting that 
which  is "in." "In your job 
interviews a religious prefer- 
ence builds a good public re- 
lations image. These are some 
of the pressures." 
Of those that will not 
change, he said that they are 
the real hope for bringing 
Christian relevance. Those 
with a vision of the true mes- 
sage and a commitment to it, 
whether it is "in" or not, who 
retain honesty and social rele- 
vance throughout their adult 
life, will be the "actualization 
of the message of love.1, 
"Keep your concern, and 
use it," Rev. Pickering urged 
in his closing comment. 
NOTICE 
There will be a record 
hop after the basketball 
game on Saturday, January 
21. Admission will be 25c. 
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CAMPUS-WIDE EFFORT 
PRODUCES   CARNIVAL 
By Brent Costaln 
Winter Carnival 1967 is the 
first of several Carnivals in 
which the Outing Club Coun- 
cil hopes to gradually spread 
the responsibility for produc- 
ing the weekend to the entire 
campus. This year the C .A., 
the Chase Hall Dance Com- 
mittee, Rob Players and the 
Outing Club are pooling their 
talents to plan Carnival. 
Although several people 
have conjectured as to the 
symbolic significance of the 
Carnival theme, "Shipwreck- 
ed," (which is seen by some 
observers to be fraught with 
social protest) its rights be- 
speaks little philosophy. The 
theme simply provides an 
imaginative launching pad for 
the planning of the weekend. 
Sitting on top of the whole 
operation are Dave Burtt and 
Beth Krause. They planned 
the weekend, developed the 
bureaucracy that is running 
it, and are now carefully 
watching their creation, to see 
what happens. 
Opening Night 
The   ceremonies     heralding 
wt 
THIS WON'T MAKE 
YOUR MONEY GO 
FURTHER . . . 
A Depositors Trust 
Company 
Checking Account! 
Paying by check is an efficient 
way to budget your spending. 
You know where every dollar 
goes. Plan ahead — pay all 
your bills the smart, conve- 
nient way with a Depositors 
checking account. 
DEPOSITORS 
Trust Company 
"Tht Uamk Thai >■ Hu,, Builiing Maim" 
"Mil HOMAL MfOUT 4NSU»ANCi COtKWtAtlON 
MIMtft HOfftAL ItSttvt SVSTfM 
miiiiimiiiiitttt 
the opening of Winter Carni- 
val will take place on the 
steps of Hathorn Hall Thurs- 
day evening, Jan. 26 at 6:30. 
While there are those who 
will mourn the passing of the 
rustic festivities at the Pud- 
dle as in years of yore, the 
move to Hathorn may block 
the view of those townfolk 
who are traditionally fond of 
calling the fire department 
when the bonfire goes up. 
The torch carried from Augus- 
ta will ignite the undisclosed 
contents of an Olympic cauld- 
ron, constructed from a de- 
funct oil drum, and the cere- 
monies will precede. The in- 
troduction of the Carnival 
Court and the crowning of the 
Queen will take place short- 
ly thereafter. Mayor Roche- 
leau of Lewiston and Presi- 
dent Reynolds will be present 
to say a few words. 
The Rob Players present the 
movie "The Prize," at 7:00 and 
9:15 in the Little Theater. The 
informal dance is being pro- 
duced by the C.H.D.C. and 
will feature "The Invaders." 
Chase Hall is being decorated 
and undecorated at least twice 
during the weekend to resem- 
ble something entirely differ- 
ent each time. Thursday 
night the theme is "Bon Voy- 
age." Friday night there is a 
folk song going on and Satur- 
day it will become a desert 
island. 
The significant fact is that 
it will constantly look like 
something other than Upper 
Chase Hall. Karen Konecki is 
in     charge   of  the    informal 
Haver Crisp 
CHICKEN AND STEAK 
■f 
Bert's Drive In 
750   Sabattui,   Lewiston 
VICTOR 
NEWS    COMPANY 
Paperback* and 
School Supplies 
Monach & Cliff Notes 
SO ASH ST. TEL. 782-0521 
OPP. POST OFFICE 
Queen   Penny   Brow n '66 and her Court 
dance for those interested in 
disguising Chase Hall, while 
the ceremonies at Hathorn 
and the running of the torch 
from Augusta are being over- 
seen by Al Howard and Nan- 
cy Harris. 
Ski Trip 
Friday morning all skiers 
will take off for Sunday River 
in Bethel. Tickets are avail- 
able tonight for a round trip 
bus ride to the ski area, a box 
lunch, and use of the tows. 
Saturday and Sunday as well 
the Ski team will be compet- 
ing out at Sunday River. Don 
Walk   softly  and   carry   a 
      big mug  
NANKING RESTAURANT 
18-18   Park   Street,    Ltwliton,    Mtfni 
FINEST CHINESE AND AMERICAN DISHES 
AIR-CONDITIONED 
DINING   ROOM  —  COCKTAIL   LOUNGE 
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT — PHONE 2-3522 
New   Polynesian Room  • 
for   Parties   and   Mfodtflnp 
CITY CAB CO. 
Dial 4-4521 
PHIL-0-MAR 
I       PORTLAND ROAD 
AUBURN 
TEL. 782-5484 
• DINNER PARTIES 
• BUSINESS MEETINGS 
BANQUETS 
In a quiet atmosphere 
- COCKTAILS SERVED - 
• Closed All Day Monday 
Searles  and    Martha  Tillson 
are in charge of the ski trip. 
They need all the help they 
can get Thursday afternoon 
at 1:00 because somebody is 
going to have to make ap- 
proximately 600 sandwiches, 
and Don has announced he 
would prefer not to do it 
alone. All those with any de- 
gree of finese in handling 
peanut butter and jelly will 
be heartily welcomed. 
Friday   evening     following 
the ski  trip  and    basketball 
game    there will    be a folk 
sing in Chase Hall. 
Banquet 
Preparations for the formal 
banquet on Saturday in Com- 
mons invoke making center- 
pieces for the tables. As usual 
Mr .Cagle will take care of the 
food and the Banquet Com- 
mittee will then proceed to 
completely rearrange his din- 
ing hall. Bonnie Brian heads 
the Banquet Committee which 
will be putting tables all over 
Commons Saturday afternoon. 
The Bail 
The problem of decorating 
the gym to look like some- 
thing other than a camou- 
flaged gym is always a sticky 
wicket. This year the Ball 
Committee is wresting with 
the problem of creating an 
underwater effect. It has been 
suggested that this might be 
achieved by flooding the gym 
and floating the Band around 
on a raft. The Committee has 
taken a dim view of this, 
however, and has decided to 
use blue crepe paper to create 
the flowing effect of water. 
One of the prerequisites of 
holding a formal dance in the 
gym is smothering the ceiling 
with a wall of crepe paper, 
so that everyone can pretend 
there are really no beams up 
there. Several girls' dorms arc- 
now in the process of stretch- 
ing out miles of crepe paper 
for this purpose. 
Others are in the process of 
fabricating a collection of 
newspaper sea monsters for 
decoration. Heading up the 
Ball Committee are Dave Han- 
sen and Penny Butler. Anyone 
interested in helping to con- 
struct all the decorations is 
invited to the gym Saturday 
afternoon, Jan. 28, and those 
with special interests in de- 
molition are invited back at 
1:00 in the morning when it 
will all be torn down. The 
Ball itself will take place in 
between and features Chris 
Powers and his Orchestra. 
Soiree 
The   Soiree,   which   in   the 
Con't on Pg. 3/Col. 1 
MARIOS 
ITALIAN RESTAURANT 
1450 LISBON ROAD LEWISTON 
Just Beyond the Turnpike Entrance 
BATES NIGHT 
Every Tuesday Night 
Any Pizza on the Menu $.50 
Enjoy Your Favorite Beverage With Your Meal 
VISIT OUR JEWELRY DEPT. FOR A 
LARGE SELECTION IN CHARMS AND 
PIERCED EARRINGS. 
^^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* 
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THREE 
CARNIVAL:  PAST AND  PRESENT 
Carnival from Pg. 2 
past has begun after the form- 
al dance, is this year being 
run concurrently with the 
Ball after 10:30. With the aid 
of palm trees, Lounge murals 
and a flowing waterfall, the 
Soiree Committee is attempt- 
ing to transform upper Chase 
into a desert island. 
The Committee members, 
being of the imaginative sort, 
have decided that this is not 
entirely impossible, and to en- 
hance the effect are providing 
what one female committee 
member has indiscretely de- 
scribed as a floor show. 
Further inquiry has revealed 
that this refers to the girls 
who will be serving punch 
and sandwiches, and greeting 
people as they arrive. Hope- 
fully they will be attired in 
costumes appropriate to serv- 
ing punch and sandwiches on 
a desert island. 
Heading the committee are 
Molly Anderson and Ellie 
Master who have been period- 
ically inundating the Equip- 
ment room with their flower 
makers and palm tree build- 
ers for the past three weeks. 
The Soiree decorations will be 
going up and coming down 
simultaneously with the ball 
decorations. Anyone interested 
A bottle of coke, a loaf of bread and Thou 
in helping with decoration or 
with serving Saturday night, 
has simply to see Molly or 
Ellie. 
Snow Sculpturing 
The art of snow sculpturing 
ing a sinking ship and end up 
making a whale, the finished 
products are always quite 
striking. 
In   charge   of   snow   sculp- 
tures this year is Jim  Down- 
has improved at Bates in the I ing who wields the awesome 
last two years. The methods of j responsibility of pairing up 
pairing a men's dorm with a; dorms. The two intrepid ad- 
visers to the Outing Club, 
Prof. Sampson and Mr. Cagle, 
have agreed to judge the re- 
sulting    creations.     A   $25.00 
women's dorm in hopes that 
an artistic masterpiece will 
result, has been found quite 
satisfactory    in    the    past — 
Prowess and Puck upon the Field 
"Study year abroad in Sweden, France, or Spain. 
College prep, junior year abroad and graduate pro- 
grammes. $1,500 guarantees round trip flight to 
Stockhom, Paris or Madrid, dormitories or apart- 
ments, two meals daily, tuition paid. Write SCANSA, 
50 Rue Prosper Legoute; Antony-Paris, France. 
though   net   in   p r o d u c i n g ; prize awaits the winners. 
great snow sculptures - and Toboggan Run 
though    some    groups    have 
been known to start out mak-      There   are     plans   in     the 
works to construct a banked, 
curving Banzai toboggan run 
up on Mt. David for use dur- 
ing Carnival. An engineering 
feat of this magnitude will 
require a prodigcus work 
crew en Friday and Satur- 
day, so the run will be ready 
for Sunday, Jan. 29. Jim Reed 
is looking for willing labor- 
ers of either sex. Some doubt 
has been raised once the 
structure is completed, as to 
whether anyone will be so 
foolhearty as to actually ride 
a tobaggon down it. At any 
rate, Sunday morning at 10:00 
the toboggans will be on 
top, and the Outing Club 
will be there. 
On Saturday afternoon at 
the Central Maine Youth Cen- 
ter the intrepid Bates Hockey 
Club swings into action 
against any team so bold as 
to oppose them. Spectators 
are desired. 
The "Critters- 
There    will    be a    Chapel 
Gee & Bee 
f    Sporting Goods Co. 
! 'SUPPLIERS  OF ATHLETIC j 
; [EQUIPMENT TO SCHOOLS;] 
AND INDIVIDUALS 
•f- 58 Court St. Auburn 4 
Dial 784-4933 
Discount to AU 
I     Bates College Students 
Luiggi's Pizzeria 
SPAGHETTI - PIZZA - 
SPAGHETTI SAUCE 
Corner Norton & 
Sabattus Streets 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
Phones 2-0701 ■ 2-9301 
Vtott Oar 
Casual Shoppe 
Compute Line 
Of 
Campus   Wear 
Charge Account* Available 
29 Ash  St. Lawisron 
service Sunday morning at 
10:30, well enough into the 
morning to allow recovery 
from Saturday night. The 
service is sponsored by the C. 
A. Andy Kusmin is in charge. 
Sunday afternoon the "Crit- 
ters" will appear in the gym. 
Tickets for floor space in the 
gym will be available at the 
door for $3.00. Also Sunday 
night in the Little Theatre the 
Rob Players will present "The 
Guns of Navarone." 
People who are interested 
in making posters for publi- 
city should see Anne Stauffer 
or Steve Peterson. Artistic tal- 
ent and imaginative ideas 
(such as putting flags in all 
the ice cream on Commons I 
are welcome. 
Finally, it might be noted 
that while snow sculpturing, 
tobogganing and skiing are 
possible under a variety of 
snow conditions, slush re- 
ceives a "poor" rating in all 
categories. If it rains next 
week, God save the Winter 
Carnival. 
Pray for snow! 
That Crowning Touch 
Dial 783-3071 
ROGER'S ESSO 
SERVICENTER 
ROGER J. PELLETIER 
534 Main St Lewiston, Me. 
PINE 
TREE 
PRESS 
all 
Kind* 
of 
Printing 
Yon Augustan Torch 
Tsl. 784-7991 
220 Gamage A vs. 
Auburn Mains 
»ndr«»c»tll»   UM 
Repair  lacoreenKed 
F.  W.  W001WMTH 
Men's Composition Half Soln 
and  Heels  ji.89 
uino Street 
Ladles' Half Solas  and 
Heals   $1.89 
No 
Commercials 
Channel   10 
™ STEER 
m HOUSE 
lilt LISBON ST. 
LEWISTON 
Next to 
Marcel Motor* 
Serving 
Try Our 
■ROASTED 
CHICKEN 
■nd SHRIMP 
Heavy Wsi 
TENDER, T 
and STE 
-Ouu-BroUfd 
Ox 
tern Steer Beef 
ASTY STEAKS 
ERBURGERSI 
to Your Tasts- 
Jktalis 
AUBURN MOTOR SALES, INC. 
BRONCO,    MUSTANG,    FALCON,    FAIRLANE, 
GALAXIE,  THUNDERBIRD 
161 CENTER STREET AUBURN, MAINE 
PHONE 283-2235 
Ford Rsnt-A-Car System 
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EDITORIALS ^^*^^^n^**^^^S^*^**^*^r'*^ii,*'*t^^'\^>^\^\^s^'+i 
It's   Embarrassing 
For years before home basketball games all of us 
have been subjected to an incredibly tasteless pre- 
game ceremony.   It disgraces the college. 
The gym lights are dimmed. A feeble spotlight 
throws yellow light onto an American flag as it patheti- 
cally flutters in the breeze produced by an aged, clat- 
tering fan. While this horror show continues a tra- 
vesty of our national anthem is played on some antique 
gramaphone. It sounds like it is full of spit. Everyone 
tries not to smirk. 
Enough of this — the point is clear. Let's have a 
genuine, tasteful playing of our national anthem. For- 
get the fan, replace the spotlight or keep the lights on, 
and most importantly buy a new record and phono- 
graph. 
Come Alive 
One of the tragic consequences of attending Bates 
is that we are so rarely "shook up" intellectually and 
emotionally, that we fail to take stock of what we are 
going to do with our diplomas. We seldom think ser- 
iously about our motives for going or not going to grad 
school, for joining, or not joining the military, for get- 
ting this job instead of that one. 
Bates students find it easy to be concerned but not 
involved. We react to our F.M.C. visitors, a man like 
Worthy or a pacifist but cannot meaningfully respond. 
We can write more letters on coeducation than on any 
other issue on or off campus. We are extremely agile 
in our ability to avoid serious questioning of our sex 
mores, our role in Vietnam, or our real attitude towards 
the Negro. 
This is hardly a cathartic self-condemnation; nor 
is it a rabid appeal to roll up your sleeves and rebuild 
the world. It does not damn frivolity, cynicism, Lou's 
apathy or indifference. But Bates is not intellectually 
exciting enough to automatically stimulate us to take 
stock of ourselves, so we must consciously make the 
attempt. 
Don't drift with the tide. Are you going to grad 
school because you want more money, more prestige, 
because your parents want you to, or because it is the 
best way to improve you and society? Are you going 
into the army because you can't stand the classroom? 
Are you advancing your career by teaching or train- 
ing in business, or marking time while you dodge the 
draft. 
While you are here are you able to relate what 
we learn in class to anything significant outside it? 
Are books another means of avoiding involvement or 
worse are they ignored beyond what is required for a 
grade? 
Do we reflect upon and digest some of the sup- 
posed values (whatever they may be) of a liberal arts 
educator? Finally, are we floating through college as 
most of us did through high school — without getting 
excited? Don't coast. Wake up. Don't be satisfied with 
four kids and Suburbia. What is your potential? All 
of us must begin to think about what we will do with 
our education. We are supposedly the best-educated 
in the nation.   It makes you wonder. 
LETTERS   TO   THE   EDITOR 
Cameron on Worthy 
To the Editor: 
With regard to the speech 
made by Mr. William Worthy 
last Friday night, I think the 
following observations might 
be of interest: 
1. It is perfectly true that 
all the news is not presented 
in any single organ of the 
American press. Some present 
more than others. Some slant 
their presentation more than 
others . 
2. To paraphrase Winston 
Churchill, a democratic free 
press is the worst press in the 
entire world — except for all 
the others. Nobody claims it is 
perfect 
2. The fact that some piece 
of information, or alleged in- 
formation, does not appear in 
the American press does not 
necessarily mean that it is 
true, anymore than the fact 
that a piece of information is 
printed necessarily means 
that it is true. 
4. With an incomplete set 
of facts about any event, there 
are a number of equally valid 
passible alternative explana- 
tions. To assert one of these 
as truth without having all 
the facts is nonsensical. I 
know of nobody who claims 
to have all the facts about 
events in Indonesia in the fall 
of 1965. I feel obliged to at 
least question the value of 
Bertrand Russell s "expertise" 
on those events. 
5. The fact that one, and 
only one, news story on a giv- 
en subject appears in the 
American press may mean (a) 
the news is being suppressed, 
(b) the story is false or great- 
ly exaggerated, or (c) nothing 
at all. 
6. To point out    that the 
American press carried a large 
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Deans List from Pg.   1 
Paul Hardy, Barbara Hen- 
drick, Nancy Hohmann, Anne 
Kingwill, Craig Lindell, Don 
Locke, Diane MacGillivray, 
Howard Moncher, Paul Mosh- 
er, Timothy Murray, Jeffrey 
Raff, Harumi Sakaguchi, Le- 
ona Schauble, *Marc Schul- 
kin, Karen Stelljes, John Van- 
den Bosch, Valerie Wallace, 
Earle Wescott, Mary Wil- 
liams. 
Class of 1969 
Douglas Arnold, Cathryn 
Bohling, Mary Buckson, Gary 
Circosta, Pamela Decker, Ste- 
phen Erikson, Susan Fisher, 
Sidney Gottlieb, Pamela 
Green, Jane Hippe, Margaret 
Hosmer, Janice King, Cecily 
Lord, Ellen Master, Elizabeth 
Maxwell, Duncan May, Arlene 
Oliveira, John O'Neill, Ralph 
Ross, Janet Rushton, Jonathan 
Sanborn, William Schwarz, 
Margaret Smith, »Susan 
Smith, Jane Vossler, William 
Yaner. 
Class of 1970 
Ruth Batson, Larry Billings, 
Margaret Buker, Anne Bunt- 
ing, Eric Bye, Phyllis Byer- 
ley, Dorothy Kinraide, George 
McKnight, Allison Murray, 
Mary Ann Petersen, Harold 
Silverman, Cynthia Stanwood, 
Linda Wheeler, Bruce Wilson. 
amount of news predicting a 
certain occurrence which did 
not in fact occur subsequent- 
ly, or analyzing a situation in 
a manner subsequently prov- 
en to be false, does not mean 
that the press was falsifying 
the news. It may well indicate 
that the press, or large parts 
of it, was in error. The world's 
greatest population problem 
is that there is a very large 
number of people with perfect 
hindsight and a very small 
number with perfect foresight. 
For instance, in 1918 and 1919 
it did appear that the Soviet 
regime in Russia was about to 
collapse; Lenin and his suc- 
cessors have admitted this 
quite frankly. 
7. To state at the outset that 
the American press is free and 
uncensored, and then subse- 
quently to assert that the 
American people do not get 
the news because of some 
kind of censorship or conspir- 
acy, voluntary or otherwise, is 
a blatant contradiction and 
casts a certain amount of 
doubt on the validity of the 
whole presentation. 
8. To assert that the foreign 
policy of the United States al- 
ways supports dictators and 
always opposes "progressive" 
revolutions is a nonsensical 
generalization totally at va- 
riance with the facts. The 
United States, like other na- 
tions, supports some revolu- 
tions and opposes others. All 
revolutions are not equally 
good. The value of revolution 
for its own sake (the "purg- 
ing" and 'cleansing" theory of 
the 19th century anarchists) 
is at best questionable. A 
study of the role of the United 
States in the Indonesian rev- 
olution from 1945 to 1952 
might  prove enlightening. 
9. To label regimes friendly 
to the United States, or receiv- 
ing United States aid, as dic- 
tatorial,  corrupt,  etc.,  and  to 
label regimes unfriendly to 
the United States, or refusing 
United States aid, as progres- 
sive, pure, etc., is silly and 
not particularly accurate. 
10. Conspiracy theories are 
inherently open to suspicion, 
as our experience with the 
"international Jewish conspir- 
acy" and "the International 
communist conspiracy" indi- 
cates. Given a large variety of 
facts and occurrences, Oc- 
cam's Razor is a more useful 
tool  than conspiracy theory. 
11. The fact that the Ameri- 
can government makes mis- 
takes in foreign policy (a 
weakness that it shares with 
every other government that 
exists or has existed in the 
history of the world), proves 
nothing more than that in- 
formation at the time is often 
imperfect, and that the people 
making the decisions are hu- 
man too, not superhuman as 
we might like them to be. It 
does not prove that the United 
States Government is impe- 
rialistic, discriminatory, war 
mad, conspiratorial, or any- 
thing else. The same applies 
to press correspondents. The 
fact that Mr. Worthy says and 
does things that I believe to 
be wrong does not lead me to 
conclude out of hand that he 
is a member of a conspiracy. 
12. Facts and statements 
taken out of context are in- 
accurate and misleading bet- 
ter than half the time. 
13. Truth is relative to the 
eye of the beholder. 
14. People who assert that 
the press in the United States 
does not present the truth 
generally mean that the press 
does not present the variety of 
truth believed by the persons 
making the statement. 
Allan W. Cameron 
Instructor in Government 
Would   Ease   Bombing 
Schlesinger Urges De-escalation 
Last September Arthur 
Schlesinger Jr. described some 
of the flaws in the United 
States policy of escalation as 
a means of "winning the war" 
in Vietnam. 
"De-escalation of the Viet- 
nam war could work, if there 
were a will to pursue it," said 
Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., in his 
article, "A Middle Way Out 
of Vietnam" in the New York 
Times Magazine of Sept 18. 
According to Schlesinger, "it 
is not too late to begin the de- 
escalation of the war; nor 
would the reduction of our 
military effort damage our in- 
ternational influence." 
Schlesinger described our en- 
try Into the Vietnam war as a 
gradual process with each 
succeeding step leading to an- 
other more serious commit- 
ment. "The Vietnam story is 
a tragedy without villians," 
Schlesinger   said,   "yet   each 
president, as he makes his 
choices, must expect to be ac- 
countable for them." So far 
each choice has led toward a 
widening of the war. 
According to Schlesineger, 
"The theory. . . that widen- 
ing the war will shorten it . . 
appears to be based on three 
convictions: first, that the war 
will be decided in North Viet- 
nam; second, that the risk of 
Chinese or Soviet entry Is neg- 
ligible; and third, that mili- 
tary 'victory' in some sense is 
possible." 
Three Convictions 
According to Schlesinger, 
available evidence points out 
"that the war began as an in- 
surrection within South Viet- 
nam." Schlesinger further 
pointed out that "the Chinese 
have no great passion to enter 
the war in Vietnam." But 
memories of such statements 
Con't on Pg. 6/CoL 4 
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SEMINARS STILL OPEN 
Sex   and   The   College   Boy 
A limited number of places 
remain open in the two semi- 
nar classes which will be of- 
fered during the short term. 
Students interested in Mr. 
Cameron's section, which is 
still in the planning stage, 
should contact either Mr. 
Cameron or Dean Healy as 
soon as possible. 
Dr. Nelson's section has 
room available for two more 
students — six are already 
enrolled .This seminar will be 
concerned essentially with the 
alienation of man in the 20th 
century. (See STUDENT, Nov. 
9, 1966, p. 7). Students will re- 
ceive credit for four hours. 
The classes will consist main- 
Worthy Con't  from Pg.  1 
obtain news that is accurate, 
Worthy said "there is no ex- 
cuse for Americans with in- 
tellectual doubts to remain in 
ignorance" about what is the 
real news. He suggested that 
we read periodicals and gov- 
ernment publications from 
other countries as well as 
domestic periodicals like 
Ramparts or Atlas. 
Worthy also denounced the 
CIA, which he feels is a world- 
wide organ of conspiracy and 
interference. For example, he 
raised the question of why 
the U. S. feels it can bomb 
North Vietnam into submis- 
sion. The answer to his ques- 
tion is our racism - - the U. S. 
feels that the Vietnamese 
do not have the strength 
or courage of the white race 
to endure in the face of con- 
tinued bombing. (He then pre- 
dicted a world-wide coalition 
to contain the militancy of 
the     American     government 
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ly of discussions based on 
readings. To give a different 
perspective, the classes will 
be supplemented by lectures 
by members of other depart- 
ments such as psychology, so- 
ciology, philosophy and reli- 
gion. 
A tutorial reading program 
will also be offered separately 
or in conjunction with the 
seminar classes. The student 
will read selections from a 
reading list he has drawn up 
with the assistance of a fac- 
ulty advisor. He will discuss 
these readings with his advis- 
or on an informal basis. Four 
hours credit will be given. 
that works through the CIA.) 
He accused the CIA of racism 
in the agency's belief that "all 
nonwhites are inferior" and 
that all men and all nations 
are for sale. 
To his provocative analy- 
sis of Black Power, Worthy 
stated that "the question be- 
ing asked today by the Negro 
is 'Who needs to be integrated 
into a sinking ship?'"' He 
warned that "the revolt of the 
younger generation is far 
deeper than Americans want 
to realize" and added that ties 
exist between Negro revolu- 
tionaries and crises in other 
nations. Any efforts we make 
now are futile: "The poverty 
program is a joke . . . noth- 
ing is being done." 
Worthy implied that we can 
expect a chaotic, destructive 
racial war in the U. S. He has 
prophesied an "all-out con- 
frontation," for the U. S. is 
"on collision course with des- 
tiny." 
SI    MAHJ   ST. 
UWISTON R ITZ 
Theatre 
-   GENUINE   COMFORT 
Thursday    -    Friday    -    Saturday 
"WAR    ITALIAN    STYLE" 
Buster   Keaton 
Plus 
"TRUNK   TO   CAIRO" 
Audi*  Murphy 
Sunday   -  Monday   -   Tuesday 
"BLINDFOLD" 
Rock   Hudson 
Claudia  Cardinalt 
PIIM 
"THE   RARE   BREED" 
James   Stewart  -Maureen  O'Hara 
MANLY MYTH DISPELLED 
by Art Buchwald 
There has been a lot of open 
discussion lately about the 
college girl and her attitude 
toward sex. University offi- 
cials, sociologists, ministers, 
and parents have expressed 
alarm over the modern young 
girl's attitude toward pre- 
marital sex relations, and the 
subject has been discussed 
frankly in every woman's 
magazine in the nation. 
But while a great deal of 
attention has been given to 
what a college girl thinks 
about sex, nobody seems to 
have bothered to ask college 
men how they feel about the 
problem. To right this wrong 
I have spent the last three 
days interviewing college men 
regarding their opinions on 
the subjects of free love, chas- 
tity, and sexual emancipa- 
tion. 
I asked a Yale senior, home 
on vacation, if he believed 
that a man should submit to 
relations before he is married. 
"Absolutely not," he told me. 
"College girls may call me 
old-fashioned, but I think a 
nice boy should remain pure. 
I'm not against necking if it 
doesn't go too far, but I feel, 
as do most of the men at 
Yale, that a boy should be 
able to say 'no' to a girl with- 
out hurting her feelings." 
A University of Southern 
California football player 
said, "I think there has been 
an overemphasis on promis- 
cuity on college campuses. Its 
true there are a few weak 
men who may succumb to a 
persistent coed, but the ma- 
jority of college men believe 
in chastity and wouldn't think 
of    having an affair    during 
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the happiest years of their 
lives." 
A Georgetown sophomore 
told me, "When I go on a date 
with a girl, I always take 
someone along with me — 
either a professor or an older 
person. A lot of girls get mad 
at me, but I promised my 
mommy and daddy I would 
never do anything in school 
to make them ashamed of 
me." 
Two Princeton men I met 
were at first very wary about 
discussing the problem, but 
finally one of them said, "I 
think it's all right for college 
girls to be emancipated — 
after all, they have nothing to 
lose — but as a man, I'm 
very idealistic about such 
things. Besides, I think girls 
think so much less of you 
when you give in. I don't want 
them saying in the dormitor- 
ies that I'm a 'loose guy'. I 
prize my reputation above 
everything else." 
A Harvard man said, "When 
I first came to Harvard sev- 
eral of the students asked 
me if I would 'go all the way 
with a girl.' I didn't even 
know what it meant, but 
when I found out I reported 
them to the dean. I believe a 
school is judged by its stu- 
dents, and I would hate to be- 
lieve the girls from Smith 
and Vassar and Radcliffe 
would think Harvard men had 
such thoughts in their heads/' 
I discovered that the mid- 
western-college male student 
also feels strongly on the 
subject. A University of Mich- 
igan halfback said, "I was 
going steady with a girl from 
Ohio State. One night she 
asked me the question and I 
made her get out of my car. 
I guess I cried all night long. 
But the next day my frater- 
nity brothers told me I had 
done the right thing. A man 
has to take a stand some 
time." 
A shiny-faced University of 
Texas engineer major said, 
"Fortunately the subject has 
never come up in Texas. Our 
students have read what is 
going on in the rest of the 
country with dismay and 
we've decided the only way to 
handle this problem is to hold 
weekly dances in the gym 
under strict supervision. If a 
girl misbehaves in any way, 
she is never asked back again. 
This way the fellows have a 
good time in a healthy at- 
mosphere and have nothing 
to be ashamed of later in 
life." 
I talked to at least two hun- 
dred male college students 
and not one of them admitted 
to having had a promiscuous 
relationship. It was a very en- 
couraging thing and gave me 
faith in the youth of America. 
If my survey is correct, the 
college boy is keenly aware 
of the inherent dangers of 
sexual emancipation and de- 
spite the enormous pressures 
from college coeds, he will, in 
almost all cases, graduate as 
pure as the driven snow. 
—from Art Buchwald's best- 
seller Art Buckwald in 
Washington 
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COMING  EVENTS 
Wednesday, January 18: 
Basketball  at UNH 
Track • UNH, home 
Vespers 9-9:30 
B.O.C.  film   -   Filene  Room 
7:30 P.M. 
C. A. - Open meeting, Skel- 
ton Lounge 8 P.M. 
Thursday, January 19: 
Zerby     Lecture   -   William 
Hamilton, Theater 8 P.M. 
Chess Club 
Saturday, January 21: 
Basketball Northeastern, 
home 
Track - Colby, here 
Good Records Exams    - 
Rob Player Film, "Night of 
the Iquana" 7 and 9:15 P.M. 
Chase Hall Dance 
Sunday, January 22: 
Chapel, 7 P.M. 
Wednesday,  January 25: 
Basketball - Colby, home 
Vespers 9-9:30 P.M. 
Thursday, January 26: 
Winter    Carnival   -   Queen 
Coronation 
Rob Players Carnival Movie 
"The Prize" 
Chess Club 
Central Maine's 
Leading 
Department 
Store 
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* Ship N Shore 
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GUIDANCE 
The State of New York has 
announced a nationwide ex- 
amination for qualification in 
a graduate school program in 
social work. Full information 
on this may be found in the 
Guidance and Placement Of- 
fice. 
The monthly summary of 
"Employment Opportunity in 
San Francisco" for January, 
1967, is new available, as is 
information about teacher va- 
cancies at The Chadwick 
School, an independent, col- 
lege preparatory, co-educa- 
tional school on Palos Verdes 
Peninsula, California. 
Interviewers on campus; 
Monday, January 23 
Corning Glass Works. Men 
and Women: Production plan- 
ning and supervision, sales, 
accounting. Limited opportun- 
ities for juniors in physics, 
chemistry and math. Repre- 
sentative: Mr. George W. Mc- 
Lellan. 
Mobil Oil Corporation. Men: 
Marketing Representatives. 
Representative: Mr. Ralph W. 
Chase, Jr. 
Union Mutual Life Insur- 
ance Company. Men and 
Women: Group sales manage- 
DOSTIE JEWELER 
Large Selection of 
SOLID GOLD 
PIERCED EARRINGS 
& 
STERLING  SILVER  CHARMS 
"Watch & Jowolry Repair" 
Corner Main t Lisbon Sts. 
Lewiston 
ment,  actuarial,  claims,   EDP 
systems    and     programming. 
Junior    Summer — Actuarial 
Representative:   Mr. David G. 
Stanley. 
Tuesday, January 24: 
The Connecticut Mutual Life 
Insurance Company. Men: 
Sales and Sales Management 
Training Program. Represen- 
tative: Mr. William G. Eng- 
land. 
Dead River Company. Men: 
Training Program  (Petroleum 
Division). Representative: Mr. 
Robert H. Bundy. 
Wednesday, January 25: 
Casco Bank and Trust Com- 
pany. Men and Women: Man- 
agement Training Program. 
Representative: Mr. Thomas 
A. Record. 
Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York. Men and Women: 
Management training pro- 
gram or direct assignment 
leading to positions in Audit- 
ing, Personnel, etc. Represen- 
tative: Mr. Martin French '52. 
Pacific of New York Group. 
Men and Women: Accounting, 
underwriting, claims, produc- 
tion. SUMMER — pre-career 
tryout jobs. Representatives: 
Mr. W. J. Ryan, Mr. Edmund 
Batura. 
Thursday, January 26: 
H. J. Heinz Company. Men: 
Sales Representatives. Group 
meeting 4 P.M. January 25. 
Representative: Mr. G. S. 
Brinkerhoff '52. 
The Pennsylvania Railroad 
Company. Men: Career train- 
ing program in transportation. 
Representative: Mr. James T. 
Gurren. 
S.   D.   Warren   Paper   Com- 
Schlessinger irom Pg. 4 
before Chinese intervention in 
Korea make these assurances 
less certain. The military 
chiefs of staff under Kennedy 
have assured military victory 
if "we are given the right to 
use nuclear weapons." 
Bombing of the north has 
not brought about the desired 
change in will on the part of 
Hanoi sought by American 
military strategists. "There is 
no indication," General West- 
moreland has said, "that the 
resolve of the leadership in 
Hanoi has been reduced." 
Government Ignorant 
Our escalation of the war 
has come despite the opposi- 
tion of our allies.    The "tri- 
pany. Men: Production (man- 
agement) and research train- 
ing    programs.    SUMMER — 
Juniors     (pre-career   training 
program). Representative: Mr. 
J. H. Milliken. 
Friday, January 27: 
I    Bates  Manufacturing  Com- 
| pany. Men and Women: Bus- 
! iness   administration,   person- 
nel,   management,   chemistry. 
. Representative:    Mr. Edwin B. 
j Coltin. 
The     Jackson     Laboratory. 
! Men   and   Women:   Research 
' assistants in biology psycho- 
logy,   chemistry.     Representa- 
tive: Mr. Norris L. Thurston. 
All interested students 
should sign-up immediately 
at the Guidance and Place- 
ment Office. Seniors and other 
employment candidates arc 
reminded to bring a copy of 
the "Personal Resume Form" 
(available in the Book Store) 
or a company application 
which may be found in the 
Guidance and Placement Of- 
fice to all interviews. 
See SHEP LEE at 
ADVANCE AUTO SALES, INC. 
24 FRANKLIN STREET AUBURN, MAINE 
Dial 784-5775 or 782-2686 
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umph of the escalation ma- 
chine," in the words of 
Schlesinger, "has been assist- 
ed by the faultiness of our in- 
formation on which our dis- 
cussions are based." Our mis- 
information encompasses bat- 
tle statistics as well as the po- 
litical and cultural problems 
of Vietnam. "The fact is that 
our Government just doesn't 
know a lot of things it pre- 
tends to know." 
Solution 
In view of the apparent in- 
effectiveness of the present ef- 
fort, Schlesinger suggested a 
way out. "Let us recover our 
cool and see the situation as it 
really is: a horrid civil war 
in which Communist guer- 
rillas. . . are trying to estab- 
lish a Communist despotism 
in South Vietnam. . . Let us 
understand that the ultimate 
problem here is not military 
but political. Let us adapt the 
means to the end we seek." 
Our military resources should 
be used to "clear-and-hold" 
rather than to "search-and- 
destroy." "As for bombing the 
North, let us taper this off as 
prudently as possible," said 
Schlesinger. The Administra- 
tion must be as zealous con- 
cerning negotiation as it is 
concerning fighting. "It is 
hard to see why we should not 
follow the precedent of Laos. 
Along with a military state- 
ment," Schlesinger continued, 
"the other precondition of a 
diplomatic settlement is sure- 
ly a civilian government in 
Saigon. We should give a gov- 
ernment all possible assist- 
ance in rebuilding and mo- 
dernizing the political and in- 
stitutional structures of South 
Vietnam. 
Mary Williams '68 
Complete   FLORIST   Service 
DUBE'S 
Flower Shop, Inc. 
Roger and  Regina LaBrecque 
195 Lisbon St. Dial 784-4587 Lewisfon 
— FLOWERS WIRED WORLD WIDE — 
COOPER'S RESTAURANT 
FINE FOOD & QUICK SERVICE 
Newly RomodeUd for Your Dining Pleasure 
A Snack or a Meal or a Frosty 
Open 7 Days a Week 
403 Safaottus Street Lewiiton, Maine 
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Processional Regalia Bears Academic Meaning 
As a Bates student stands 
in the chapel during a typical 
academic procession he prob- 
ably notices the many colors 
moving past him. A student 
may find a formal procession 
more interesting if he realizes 
that each color and object of 
the procession has symbolic 
meaning. 
The bachelor's gowns are 
black with long, pointed 
sleeves. The gown is always 
closed in front and may be 
worn with a hood. The holder 
of a master's degree wears a 
black robe with long sleeves 
closed at the wrist or oblong 
sleeves open at the bottom. 
The doctor's gown has round 
open sleeves with three velvet 
bars on each sleeve. The doc- 
tor usually wears a golden 
tassel. 
Colorful 
Contrasting the robes are 
the colorful hoods which re- 
veal the institution that 
granted the degrees and the 
studies that lead to the de- 
gree. The Bates hood is black 
lined with garnet, and trim- 
med with the color of a par- 
ticular discipline. The colors 
seen at a Bates procession arc 
white — arts, letters, humani- 
ties; golden yellow — science; 
brown — fine arts; purple — 
law; dark blue — philosophy; 
light blue — education; green 
— medicine; and scarlet — 
theology. Each color is sym- 
bolic, such as white for the 
purity of liberal arts, yellow 
for the golden wealth of 
knowledge from research, 
scarlet for the clergyman's 
zeal, and green for the physi- 
cian's herbs. 
A prominent object of a 
Bates procession is the Mace, 
the symbol of authority. It is 
the gift of the Class of 1904 
and was made and presented 
by the late Everett H. Cutten 
'04. The mace is of sterling 
silver plated with gold and is 
three-and-one-half feet long. 
Oak leaves and the acorn at 
the bottom symbolize strength. 
The names of Bates Presidents 
are engraved on the staff 
above. 
At the top end of the staff, 
on the "knob", raised letters 
spell the major fields of the 
liberal arts: "Fine Arts, Nat- 
ural Sciences, Social Sciences, 
Humanities." Above the knob 
is a sphere woven from thir- 
ty-six silver strips which rep- 
resent the number of states of 
the Union when Bates was 
founded.     Four     shields,     of | 
Bates, Lewiston, Maine, and 
the United States, are on the 
head. The cover of the head 
has a bobcat. On top of the 
pace is a large garnet with 
pine cones and tassels repre- 
senting the pine tree state. A 
tiny pine cone above the jewel 
symbolizes   immortality. 
President's Collar 
Another notable creation of 
Mr. Cutten is the President's 
Collar, also made of sterling 
silver and gold. The pendant 
consists of the Bates seal sup- 
ported by pine cones and tas- 
sels. Four garnets surrounded 
by ivy leaves also symbolize 
the college and oak leaves 
and acorns represent its 
strength. The state motto, 
"Dirigo", the star from the 
state seal, and a symbol of 
Athena are also on the pen- 
dant. On the obverse is the 
owl of wisdom. 
The chain is composed of 
eleven links of a "B" centered 
among pine cones and tassels. 
Each link alternates with ten 
books representing mathema- 
tics, natural science, social 
science, philosophy, physical 
education, literature, religion, 
fine arts, music, and the bio- 
logical sciences. 
RIFLE CLUB EARNS 
NRA    AFFILIATION 
W.   C.   B.   B.       SCHEDULE 
Wednesday, January  18: 
6:00 Living For The Sixties 
—John Cabouch and Mitchell 
Waife talk with Betty Fur- 
ness about Medicare and priv- 
ate health insurance; Miss 
Furness talks with Mae 
Hawes, who is 80 years old, 
about VISTA, and Lucile Na- 
thanson gives the fifth in her 
series of exercises for older 
people. 
8:00 The Open Mind—"Are 
Our Drugs Costing Too 
Much?" will be discussed 
with a spokesman for the in- 
dustry and an economist of 
the Senate Anti-Trust Sub- 
committee. 
9:00 International Magazine 
—An interview with two dic- 
tators who are rarely acces- 
sible; deliveries to the in- 
habitants of the Swiss Alps 
in   winter;     and   Wales'   pro- 
longed New Year's celebration 
are among the many stories 
in this first program of the 
New Year. 
Thursday, January 19: 
5:30 Whats New—We fol- 
low a youngster on a Russian 
bear hunt. 
7:30 Just Published—Don 
Gifford, editor of "The Liter- 
ature of Architecture", joins 
host Richard Sterns. 
Beecher's Bibles, the rifle 
and pistol club at Bates Col- 
lege, was formed during the 
first semester of this scholas- 
tic year. While waiting for 
our NRA affiliation to be pro- 
cessed, the club was limited 
in activities to sight-in ses- 
sions and informal target 
practice; however, now that 
club status with the NRA has 
been secured, club members 
are on the way to qualifica- 
tions on the 50-foot small- 
bore rifle course. 
The club title is taken from 
an amusing, albeit somewhat 
obscure, detail of American 
history. Not long before John 
Brown's raid on the Harper's 
Ferry Arsenal, Rev. Henry 
Ward Beecher had been con- 
ducting a campaign designed 
to lend support to Brown's 
anti slavery activities. As a 
part of this support, Beecher 
arranged for several crates of 
Sharps rifles to be shipped 
south, ultimately for use by 
Brown. Interception of this 
cargo was prevented by inno- 
cently labeling each ship- 
ment, "Bibles.-' Sharps rifles 
subsequently came to be 
known as "Beecher's Bibles," 
a name which appealed to us 
because of its distinctiveness 
and its historical background. 
Club members assemble at 
Commons every Monday eve- 
ning at 5:15 for supper and a 
brief meeting. Non-members 
who would like to come shoot- 
ing should be at the Chase 
Hall bulletin board at 6:00. 
The Lewiston Armory, our 
home range, is only a block 
or so away, and it is reserved 
for our use until 10 P.M. 
Non-member guests are 
more than welcome. No prev- 
ious knowledge of firearms or 
shooting is required, for the 
club is eager to give instruc- 
tion to those who show 
enough interest in firearms to 
go to the range. Since many 
members are willing to loan 
their rifles to a guest for an 
evening, it is not necessary to 
own a gun or have it imme- 
diately on hand. There is a 
25c range fee for non-mem- 
bers to help cover the cost of 
targets, and ammunition is 
available through the execu- 
tive officers of the club. Come 
along shooting with us on 
Monday nights and bring a 
friend! 
CHAPEL 
"Spinning Wheels Are Use- 
less" will be discussed by 
Reverend Leonard G. Clough 
"40, in the chapel this Sunday 
at 7 p.m. 
Since 1963, Reverend Clough 
has been the General Secre- 
tary of the University Chris- 
tian Movement. 
After graduating from Bates 
in 1940 and Yale Divinity 
School in 1943, Rev. Clough 
served as campus minister at 
Harvard and Radcliffe. He 
held the position of Executive 
Secretary of the New England 
Student Christian Movement 
for four years and until 1963, 
he spent five years as pastor 
of the   Church of   Christ    at 
Dartmouth College. 
SPEECH NEWS 
I. Contests: 
Bates Oratorical Contest will 
take place in The Little Thea- 
tre February 14, at seven 
thirty. The preliminary try- 
outs will be held at four 
o'clock in Room 300, Pettigrew 
Hall, February sixth. Those 
entering will give an eight to 
ten minute persuasive speech. 
There are three prizes: first 
place, $40.00; second place, 
$25.00; third place, $15.00. 
Willis Bible Reading Con- 
test will be held March 25, 
in the Little Theatre at 7:30. 
The preliminary tryouts will 
be held in room 300, Pettigrew 
hall, March 20, at 4 o'clock. 
Those entering will prepare a 
six to ten minute reading 
from the Bible. There are two 
prizes: first place, $12.00; 
second place, $8.00. 
Freshmen Extemporaneous 
Speaking Contest will be held 
March 27 at three o'clock in 
the Filene Room. For further 
details see Dr. Warye. 
II. State of Maine Oral In- 
terpretation Festival. See Miss 
Schaeffer. 
Ill The Servant of Two Mas- 
1 ters — a comedy to be pre- 
sented by The Robinson Play- 
ers in March (18 and 19) and 
for Commencement. Cast and 
committee openings available 
to all students. 
For further information 
please watch the bulletin 
boards in The Theatre and in 
The Speech offices in Petti- 
grew Hall. 
Headquarters for Diamonds 
Member 
American Gem Society 
National Bridal Society 
CHARGE-BUDGET 
Available 
on easy payment terms 
FLANDERS    j 
QUALITY MENSWEAR  | 
LONDON FOG        $ 
MAINCOATS i 
62 COURT ST.      \ 
Auburn \ 
&SSXSXXS3tSXSXXSXXX3g 
83 Lisbon St. Lewiston 
WISE MUSIC CO. 
NORTHWOOD  PARK 
SHOPPING  CENTER 
Complete Selection 
of  Guitars   and  Electric 
Classical and Western 
Records — Sheet 
Music 
Tape Recorders 
* 
Radios 
Open 12 to Nina 
770 
SABATTUS 
ST1HT 
OPEN DAILY 11:00 A.M. TO 2:00 A.M. 
ATTENTION LADIES 
SHARLAINE'S HAS GONE 
MAD - MAD AND MADDER 
WE NEED SPACE 
SALE ON 
BETTER DRESSES 
Domani Knits and Other Famous Brands 
Values to $45.00 NOW ONLY $8.88 AND UNDER 
SPECIAL LOT OF 
LADIES' SHOES 
AT A MAD MAD PRICE OF 50c PR. 
104 Washington St., Auburn Tel. 784-7151 
Plenty of Free Customer Parking 
HURRY AND SAVE AT 
SHARLAINE'S 
104 Washington St., Auburn TeL, 784-7151 
FREE CUSTOMER PARKING 
EIGHT 
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Qauitic Gobn&i 
The   Little   Greene   Boy 
AND AFTER SUPER SUNDAY . . . 
Super Sunday has ended 
much to the disbelief of 
everyone, and it was finally 
proved that the A.F.L. can 
compete with the N.F.L. on an 
even level (spotted a thirty 
point handicap.) However this 
column is concerned with "big 
time" sports and so I will fo- 
cus my attention on the won- 
derful world of Bates Intra- 
murals. 
The S.N. Training 
Philosophy 
As we return to the campus 
after a relaxing and fruitful 
and constructive and enjoy- 
able and worthwhile and 
stimulating vacation we no- 
tice that a new star has been 
born in the form of fabulous 
Lew "The Butcher" Flynn. 
Flynnie, as his friend calls 
him, erupted in his first A 
League game for a fantastic 
sixteen points, and stumbled 
away with the Most Valuable 
Player Award. 
STATISTICS 
Vs. Assumption • Friday 
Lost 106-77 
Bates fg. ft. Tot. 
Alden 8 4     20 
Alexander 5 6     16 
Geissler 0 5       5 
Lynch 1 0       2 
Schulkin 2 2       6 
Pickard 1 1       3 
Brown 3 1       7 
Gardiner 1 0       2 
Weaver 3 3       9 
Mahakian 2 1        5 
Murphy 1 0       2 
Assumption fg. ft Tot. 
Ridick 3 6     12 
O'Connor 8 4     20 
Driscoll 3 3       9 
Paulanskas 10 2     22 
Boule 3 7     13 
Inauen 4 4     12 
Gregg 3 0       6 
Russell 2 0       4 
Malin 1 1       3 
Korikowski 1 0       2 
OBrien 1 1       3 
In other A League action 
the faculty proved that they 
were fallible—yes, right here 
on our campus, fallible—in 
their twenty-five point loss to 
J. B. Smith North proved that 
it is the powerhouse of the 
league with a victory over 
Roger Bill who beat East Par- 
ker who lost to West Parker 
who lost to Hedge who lost to 
Smith South. 
In B League J. B. is in first 
place but it looks as if the 
"men" from Smith Middle 
will win the league while 
Ansello, Sims, Gough, Ger- 
rish and Peavey are the lead- 
ing scorers. In C League 
Smith North with Magnificent 
Magnan, leading all scorers 
with 18'/i average, should win 
the league only to lose in the 
playoff. 
In other campus news the 
PITS (Princesses In Train- 
ing) are all eager to avoid 
the dubious honor of circus 
queen. J. B.'s answer to Tab 
Hunter is still looking for a 
free television to watch. And 
Jon Wilska finally missed a 
night at Lou's. Also, a new 
columnist for this "column' 
is being sought. Anyone who 
would like the job must sub- 
mit a written statement of 
six woTds or less, concerning 
the topic "What Bates Has 
Done for Me." This should be 
addressed to the Dean of 
Deans. Lane Hall. 
Finally, the Intramural 
Man of the Week Award. It 
is truly fitting that our new 
President get this award, his 
first award since he joined 
our happy clan on Jan. 3. Un- 
fortunately, the Student has 
not been granted enough fi- 
nancial aid by the faculty to 
provide President Reynolds 
with a robe or medallion, so 
our sincere wishes will have 
to do. Good luck, Baby. 
CAT THINCLADS SWAMP U. CONN. 78-35 
On the strength of the best 
team effort this season the 
Bobcat trackmen decisively 
downed the U. Conn. Huskies 
last Friday evening. Coach 
Slovenski's charges copped 
10 1-3 first places and seconds 
or thirds in almost every 
event to roll up a 78-35 score. 
The Thinclads now stand 2-2 
over the season and have 
picked up the momentum that 
should enable them to finish 
the season in a winning man- 
ner. 
Joe Seymour and Paul Wil- 
liams led the scoring with two 
firsts each. Seymour won the 
broad jump and the 45 yd. 
dash while Williams, in his 
top form of the year, cap- 
tured both the high and low 
hurdles with a college rec- 
ord tying 5.8 in the high. The 
high jump was won by fresh- 
man standout Mike Corry who 
established a new cage rec- 
ord for Bates men with a 
6'5%" effort. Two other Bates 
high jumpers placed second 
and third with jumps of 
6'2%" to deconstrate the great 
depth the Bobcats maintain in 
that event. 
Strong Finishes 
Among the biggest crowd 
pleasing events of the meet 
were finishes of the mlie and 
two mile runs and the 1000 
yd. run. In the mile Jeff Lar- 
sen hung just behind U. 
Conn's defending Yankee Con- 
ference champion Young until 
the final lap. With the last 
lap left Larsen turned on the 
speed and burst out in the 
lead to win the event by five 
yards as well as turning in a 
fine time of 4:30.9. The two- 
mile run was almost the same 
way as Tom Doyle paced him- 
self the first twenty laps and 
then put on a great finishing 
kick to again send defending 
Y. C.  King Young to defeat. 
The most exciting finish of 
the evening, however, was 
Gary Harris' fine display of 
speed in coming from fourth 
Double winner Joe Segmour gets off a 
winning broad jump 
Photo by Ledley 
place with less than two laps 
remaining to the number one 
position at the last turn of the 
1000 yd. run. 
The great team effort and 
the depth displayed in every 
event was the decisive factor 
in the Bobcat's one-sided vic- 
tory. With performances like 
this one at each meet the 
Thinclads should be able to 
handle any opponent on the 
schedule. The Cats will be put 
to the test, however, tonight 
as they take on the Wildcats 
of the University of New 
Hampshire starting at 6:30. 
U.N.H. has notable strength 
in the distance events as 
many of the same men who 
handed the Bobcats their sole 
Assumption, M.I.T. Bang Cagers 
Jim Alden hits for two 
—Photo by Ledley 
On Friday night the Bates 
basketball team traveled to 
Worcester, Mass., to face the 
strong Assumption club that 
had rolled up an impressive 
10-1 record, having lost only 
to Providence. The Grey- 
hounds jumped to a quick 16- 
3 lead in the early minutes 
and dominated play the en- 
tire game in handing the 
smaller Bobcats a 106-77 
drubbing, their seventh set- 
back in nine outings. Jim Al- 
den and Howie Alexander 
paced the sporadic Garnet 
scoring with 20 and 16 points 
respectively. 
The   Cats    returned     home 
Saturday to meet M.I.T. for 
the second of a two game 
series and again the taller 
and more well-balanced oppo- 
nents forced the faltering 
Bates team into many mis- 
takes. By forcing Coach Wig- 
ton's squad to shoot from far 
outside the Engineers capi- 
talized on the low Bobcat 
shooting percentage and poor 
rebounding to win by a 100-72 
span. 
Tonight  the Cagers  are  at 
U.N.H. while Saturday they 
return home to host a strong 
Northeastern club. 
cross-country defeat in the 
fall will again be running to- 
night. Bates' overall supe- 
riority, however, should prove 
the Cats to be formidable op- 
ponents. 
TRACK  STATS 
Broad Jump: 1, Seymour B; 
2, Harvie B; 3, Pennington 
UC. Dist. 20'6". 
35 lb. wt; 1, Birdsey UC; 2, 
Yuen, UC; 3, Weingart UC. 
Dist. 5610". 
Mile Run: 1, Larsen, B; 2, 
Young, UC; 3, Thomas, B. 
Time 4-30.9. 
45 Yd. Dash: 1, Seymour, B; 
2, Higgins, B; 3, McGuire UC. 
Time 5.2. 
600 Yd. Run: 1, Pierce, B; 2, 
Paton; 3. Olson, UC. Time 
1-17. 
Shot Put: 1, Wanagol, UC; 2, 
Birdsey, UC; 3, Sauer, B. Dist. 
46'. 
High Hurdles: 1, Williams, 
B; 2, Chamberlain, B; 3, Cope- 
land UC. 5.8 ties college rec- 
ord. 
2 Mile Run: 1, Doyle, B; 2, 
Young UC; 3, Goggatt, B. 
Time 9-44.2. 
High Jump: 1, Corry, B; 2, 
Jahngen, B; 3, Tighe, B. Ht. 
6'5Ms". Bates College Cage 
Record. 
1000 Yd. Run: 1, Harris, B; 
2, Fisher, B; 3, Gavine, UC. 
Time 2-23.8. 
Low Hurdles: 1, Williams, 
B; 2, Harvie, B; Copeland. 
UC. Time 5.6. 
Relay: 1, Bates (Thomas, Ly- 
ford, Hibbard, Hynan). Time, 
3-40. 
Pole Vault: Fink, UC, Welk, 
UC, Hossberg, B. Dist. 12'6'. 
Three way tie. 
